
TINMEN RUN 300  WEDNESDAY 1 JANUARY 2014

HARES : FUNGUS (GM), MISTER FISTER & ANY COCK'LL DO

"HARE OF THE DOG" RUN

Our GM Fungus put together a great Run #300 day with his two co-hares Mr Fister and Any Cock'll 
Do. 8 Tinmen from Kamala were joined with 5 of the Kathu guys before coming into Patong where 
there were more Tinmen than bus space. Butt Plug commandeered Klong's truck for some Tinmen and 
still several cars of guys drove separately. The run was laid in the headlands around Paradise Beach 
with the start at the top just before the nearly vertical drop down to the beach.

As the bus crawled up the steep hill Louis The Lip's walking stick slid out of the bus and onto the road. 
Being a GM of skill and balls, Fungus jumped off the bus tail step, ran back, picked up the LTL's stick 
and spent the next four minutes running behind the bus to get back aboard.

Unfortunately our Songtaew and drop-off cars created a traffic jam upsetting several tuk-tuk drivers not
used to sharing the road with anyone. Our GM kept them sorted while Mr Fister hastily gave the run 
and walk instructions, sending everyone off in two different directions without having drunk their 
warm beer, and also without issuing the warning about the bee tree and python den the runners should 
have been advised of. The lack of drinking a starting beer was soon made up for because the hares had 
arranged a beer stop midway through the trail on a cliff overlooking the sea, served up by Any Cock'll 
Do and three local lasses dressed for speed. As to the bees, well the hares had suffered nearly 30 stings,
why shouldn't the runners!

The first circle was held on the beach accessed only through the Windsurfer restaurant for a reasonable 
cost of buying 120 spring rolls and a cash donation. Our GM had put together a fancy Hare Of The Dog
Run #300 tee shirt showing a silver and gold Tinmen on the front and a gold-lettered list of all past 
GM's on the back. The names of the 3 hares were emblazoned on one sleeve and the 4 sponsors names 
-- Rotary Wanker, Clit Zipper, Two Stroke & Manneken Pis emblazoned on the other.

The first circle opened with Fungus announcing that all beer would be 20 baht and 56 Tinmen, all in 
Run #300 shirts, gathering for some group photos taken for the record. As it turned out our group 
contained about 30 returners and 9 virgins including one visiting hasher from the states.

As darkness set in and the flood tide ate away at our narrow strip of beach the circle was closed with 
everyone taking an extra beer for an adventuresome ride via a pretty rough shortcut road across the 
back of the mountain and out to the BBQ Hut for a stupendous meal of ribs, tacos and lasagna. Fungus 
had all ex-GMs lead the food queue followed by Prince Charles Fucking Tosser, which was fully 
approved by the group under the promise that he'd leave as soon as he'd eaten.

The second circle started off with the GM passing out commemorative Run #300 duffel bags 
personalized with gold-lettered hash names to about 13 of the ex-GMs, and silver-lettered personalized 
duffels to those Tinmen that had attended all four runs of Fungus' term, or 3 runs, or 2 runs, or had 
hared a run, or had sponsored this run. The message from Fungus was pretty clear-- if you get more 
involved you'll get more back. Somewhere around 48 Tinmen got duffels, including two virgins.



With beers remaining at 20 baht and all of the ex-GMs being brought into the circle for remembered 
Tinmen tails of years past the circle stayed lively right up to when the GM shut it down to get the 
Tinmen back to their home spaces while it was still Jan 1st.

OnON,
Fungus 


